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Abstract
A constitutive model for the rate dependent mechanical behaviour of woven composites is
presented. A glass fibre composite was experimentally characterised under quasi-static and
dynamic regimes to determine the strain rate dependency. Afterwards, the physical findings
were used to develop a constitutive model able to predict strain rate dependent phenomena.
A continuum damage mechanics approach was implemented to capture the composite failure
and strain rate dependency was incorporated in the ply properties together with a damping
algorithm for stability purposes. As a result, the model provided strain rate dependent
behaviour while ensuring the stability of the numerical simulations. Finally, the model
was used to investigate the low velocity impact response of composite plates, showing the
importance of considering the strain rate dependency even at medium rates to accurately
predict the response laminates subjected to dynamic loads.
1. Introduction
Composite materials are widely used for high performance structural applications in
aerospace, automotive and naval industries. Their specific strength and stiffness, especially
in the plane of the lamina, have contributed progressively to reduce the weight of com-
ponents, resulting in economical benefits in terms of manufacturing and operational costs
[44, 48]. However, when subjected to transversal loads such as those generated by impact,
traditional unidirectional laminates present large delamination areas [56]. A valid alterna-
tive to improve out-of-plane performance is represented by woven composites, which even if
possessing lower stiffness and strength in the plane direction, exhibit higher fracture tough-
ness and impact tolerance [50, 38, 36]. Quasi-static response and failure modes of woven
composites are well understood by the scientific community [64, 62, 35], nevertheless, little
information is available regarding the behaviour at high strain rates [28, 51, 1]. Although a
solid methodology to analyse the quasi-static response of woven composites has been devel-
oped over the past years [23, 33, 17, 72], the research community has not yet agreed on an
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accurate strain rate dependent numerical formulation to predict the impact response. From
a physical standpoint, the strain rate dependency of composite materials is attributed to the
polymeric constituents, usually the matrix and some fibre types such as glass [39]. In gen-
eral, higher stiffness, strength and a more pronounced non linear behaviour are found when
increasing the strain rate [19, 40]. Quasi-static and dynamic failure modes are often equiva-
lent, however, differences have been reported under compression loads, where the generation
of kink bands is substituted by fibre axial splitting [38]. From a numerical view point, the
major challenges are introduced by the complexity of strain rate dependent equations, as
well as the correct energy dissipation when damage occurs [47].
Multiple approaches can be found in the literature predicting the impact response of
composite materials. Strain rate effects of thin carbon fibre laminates subjected to low
velocity impact were frequently neglected as the mechanical response of carbon fibres have
no dependency with the strain rate [13, 14, 61]. At medium impact velocities, material
parameters were substituted by dynamic properties [37, 52] or constant strain rates were
enforced in the constitutive equations, neglecting the instantaneous strain rates induced
in the plate by the impactor [24, 39]. These simplified approaches tended to fail when
reproducing higher impact energy regimes, where matrix dominated failure modes control the
overall response of the component [16]. To overcome such limitations, classical plasticity and
viscoelastic theories were used to formulate the strain rate dependent mechanical response of
composites [54, 65]. These approaches either considered the composite as an homogeneous
orthotropic material [34, 55, 29] or introduced the strain rate dependency in the resin [66,
15, 11, 30, 5, 39, 57]. Although they captured the stress-strain shear curves of the laminates,
they offered limited insight on the failure modes.
Nowadays efforts has been focused on the prediction of the dynamic failure modes by
physically-based rate dependent failure criteria. Extension of conventional approaches can
be found in the literature, incorporating the strain rate dependency into the material prop-
erties such as stiffness, strength and fracture toughness [69, 9]. The theory demonstrated
how a single set of failure criteria could be formulated when using an appropriate stress
transformation based on the established dependence on strain rate [21, 59, 70]. Although
the formulation worked analytically, numerical issues appeared during implementation in
continuum damage mechanics frameworks. Dynamic problems with localized softening are
not mathematically well posed and, hence, they result in numerical instabilities [6]. After
the onset of damage, the phenomenological strain softening modifies the wave propagation
inducing disturbances in the stress field, which might lead to unrealistic failure of the struc-
tures [27, 12, 7].
Within this context, the present work intends to formulate a stable strain rate depen-
dent constitutive model for woven composites to predict the impact performance of the
laminates. A continuum damage mechanics approach based on a maximum stress criteria
formulated over the ply properties accounts separately for the response of warp and weft
yarns. Accumulated damage due to matrix cracking is phenomenologically captured by the
non-linear shear response. Strain rate dependency is included in the ply properties together
with a damping algorithm for stability purposes. The model is validated for a glass fibre
woven composite characterised at different loading regimes to determine the strain rate de-
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pendency. Dynamic testing is accomplished using a split-Hopkinson tensile bar equipment
and strain fields and failure mechanisms are ascertained by means of high speed 2D Digital
Image Correlation. The model is implemented in a commercial finite element software and
the constitutive equations are verified at element and coupon level. Finally the constitutive
model is used to simulate the dynamic response and failure of woven laminates subjected to
low velocity impacts on a drop weight tower.
2. Material and experimental techniques
2.1. Material and manufacturing
For the present study, a generic glass fibre composite has been selected for validation and
verification of the constitutive equations. The composite is based on pre-preg sheets of S2
glass fibres 6781 with 8-harness satin structure embedded in an epoxy resin MTM44. One
cross-ply laminate composed by 8 layers with stacking sequence [0/90]2s was manufactured
to characterise the mechanical properties. Difference between warp and weft directions were
neglected during this research as no evidence of relevant differences in stiffness and strength
along perpendicular directions were found in previous studies [49, 60]. The composite was
cured in a hot plate press under 2 bar pressure using two different steps at 130 and 180◦C
of 120 min duration each. The heat-up rate was controlled during the curing cycle to avoid
the risk of exothermic reactions in case of temperature overshoots. Overall thickness of the
panel was quite homogeneous with a mean value of 1.75±0.15 mm on the central area and
4.56kg/m2 equivalent areal weight.
Dog bone specimens with 10 mm gauge length were manufactured in a manual lathe
XYZ 1400 model. Specimens were extracted from the central region of the panel to avoid
the lower density areas and bonded to metallic end-caps with epoxy resin to thread them
to the testing bars. Adhesive was cured 24 hours at room temperature and 60 min at 80
◦C in an oven. The low strength of the adhesive increased the technical difficulties during
mechanical testing and limited the width of the specimens set as 5 and 4 mm for tensile and
shear tests respectively, see Fig. 1.
2.2. Quasi-static characterisation
Quasi-static tests were accomplished with the actuator of a Zwick screw-driven testing
frame. Tensile tests were carried out under stroke control at cross head speed of 0.001 mm/s
at a strain rate of 10−4s−1 over 10 mm gauge length. The load was recorded continuously with
a 20kN load cell together with the cross-head displacement of the testing frame. Additionally,
laser extensometer was used to acquire the longitudinal displacement of the gauge section
during the test with a vertical scale of 50 mm and a working distance of 381 mm.
2.3. Dynamic characterisation
Dynamic tests were carried out with an in-house designed and manufactured split-
Hopkinson bar for high rate tensile test located at the University of Oxford. The apparatus
is composed by loading, input and output bars and the specimen is mechanically gripped
between the input and the output bars. The loading bar is pulled by a striker impulsed
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Figure 1: Dimensions of the coupons used for the mechanical characterisation with 10 mm gauge length.
(a) Specimen for tensile tests, with 5 mm width and (b) Specimen for shear tests, with 4 mm width.
by low-pressure air to produce a tensile pulse which propagates along the input bar. When
the incident pulse reaches the end of the input bar, part of this pulse is transmitted into
the specimen and, afterwards, into the output bar. Axial strain gauges are mounted on the
surfaces of the input and output bars providing time-resolved measurements of the travel-
ling elastic pulses. The strain of the bars are used to obtain the stress-strain curves of the
specimens following the data treatment in [41].
Measuring the high strain rate tensile and shear response of woven composites presents
considerable technical difficulties associated to the transit time to achieve dynamic force
equilibrium and to the large strains to failure. To overcome these difficulties, long projectile
and bars were used in the proposed set up. Loading bar of 3.6 m length and 20 mm diameter
surrounded by a 2.5 m striker with a U shaped cross/section of 35 mm diameter were chosen
together with 16 mm diameter input and output bars of 3 m length approximately. All bars
were manufactured in Titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V and supported by low friction polymeric
bearings to prevent bending. The striker was accelerated up to 10 m/s to reach 1000 s−1
strain rate over 10 mm gauge length. The long projectile let to a pulse length of 1 ms
duration, resulting in large applied strains. In order to ensure force equilibrium, the shape
of the pulse was modified using a 1 mm thickness neoprene foam as pulse shaper, increasing
the rising time and decreasing the wave dispersion and high-frequency oscillations of the
system. Detailed description of the experimental set-up can be found in [26].




10−4 s−1 400 s−1
Young’s Modulus (GPa) (ET ) 22.6±0.5 21.1±3.7
Tensile strength (GPa) (σT ) 0.49±0.04 0.79
Poisson’s ratio (ν12) — 0.375±0.053
Table 1: In-plane tensile mechanical properties of the glass fibre composite as a function of the strain rate.
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhMaterial Property
Strain rate
10−4 s−1 900 s−1
Shear Modulus (GPa) (G12) 4.3±1.15 —
Shear Yield Strength (GPa) (Syield12 ) 0.043±0.005 —
Shear Strength (GPa) (S12) 0.13±0.02 0.17±0.03
Table 2: In-plane shear mechanical properties of the glass fibre composite as a function of the strain rate.
photography with an ultra-high-speed Kirana camera at 400.000 fps and 924 x 768 pixels
resolution. 2D Digital Image Correlation (DIC) using the software GOM-Correlate was
performed [31]. Specimens were speckled with white and black paintings to capture the
local strain field during the mechanical tests. Given the camera resolution and the pattern
sizes, window size and distance were selected as 19 and 16 pixels respectively, to ensure the
overlapping of the facets. Strains were afterwards calculated using an spatial average filter
and a temporal smoothing spline with a manual tolerance of 0.1%. More details about the
experimental technique can be found in [45].
3. Mechanical properties
Quasi-static and dynamic tensile and shear responses of the material were characterised
following the methodology presented in previous section. Three quasi-static and five dynamic
tests were accomplished for each configuration, reaching 400 s−1 and 900 s−1 strain rates
for tensile and shear specimens respectively. Applied strain rate for tensile tests was lower
to ensure dynamic force equilibrium was achieved before the failure of the material, at
approximately 1% and 4% deformation for tensile and shear tests respectively.
The tensile response of the material was linear elastic up to the onset of damage, with a
remarkable strain rate dependency in terms of tensile strength, with 160% increment under
dynamic loads. Stiffness along the principal direction presented no strain rate dependency.
Representative nominal stress vs. engineering strain curves for tensile tests are plotted in
Fig. 2 and the average values and standard error of the young modulus, ET , nominal tensile
strength, σT , and in-plane Poisson’s ratio ν12 for the different strain rates are depicted in
Table 1. Due to the high applied forces and the technical complexity of the tensile tests,
only one single specimen achieved the final strength, while the rest of the samples failed
due to debonding of the specimen-endcap interface. These results are in accordance with
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Figure 2: Tensile response of the glass fibre composite. On the left hand side, representative engineering
stress vs engineering strain curves at quasi-static 10−4 s−1 and high strain rate 400 s−1. On the right hand
side, contour plots of the dynamic engineering strain in the loading direction at different applied strains.
(a) 2% deformation, (b) 3% deformation and (c) 3.4% deformation.
previous investigations in the dynamic response of glass fibres [3], therefore, the strain
rate dependency of the composite has been attributed to the glass fibre nature instead of
the woven architecture and the yarn waviness. Deformation and failure mechanisms were
analysed for different stages (points a, b and c in the stress-strain curve) in the right hand
side of Fig. 2 by 2D digital image correlation. The composite presented a homogeneous
strain field for all deformation levels before damage localisation, where cracks developed
perpendicular to the loading direction at the region which presented the change of curvature,
see Fig. 2(c). As a result of stress triaxiality, a possible error in the measured strength needs
to be considered. Effects of the geometry on the stress state will be investigated numerically
in the next sections.
The in-plane shear response was obtained from the off-axis tests transforming the applied
stress and strain from the global coordinate system (xx) into the material coordinate system
(12) considering the fibre orientation with respect to the testing direction, β, following:
τ12 = σxx sin β cos β (1 + εxx) (1)
γ12 = εxx sin 2β − εyy sin 2β + γxy cos 2β (2)
These equations are strictly valid for small deformations and limited fibre realignment.





(1 + εxx) (3)
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Figure 3: Shear response of the glass fibre composite. On the left hand side, representative engineering stress
vs engineering strain curves at quasi-static strain rates 10−4 s−1 and high strain rate 900 s−1. On the right
hand side, contour plots of the engineering strain in the loading direction at different applied strains. (a)
4% deformation, (b) 10% deformation and (c) 13% deformation. (1) and (2) stands for the main laminate
principal directions.
γ12 = εxx − εyy (4)
The shear response of the composite showed the characteristic bi-linear curve formed
by two different stages; a first initial elastic part followed by a second region with lower
stiffness. Shear strength was also strain rate dependent, with a moderate strength increment
of the 130%. No data was obtained for the initial stage under dynamic conditions as force
equilibrium was achieved for a global deformation of 4%. Representative nominal stress
vs. engineering strain curves for shear tests are plotted in Fig. 3 and the average values
and standard error of the young modulus, ET , nominal tensile strength, σT , and the shear
modulus, G12, shear yield strength, S
yield
12 , and final shear strength, S12, are shown in Table 2.
Deformation and failure mechanisms for the different stages (points a, b an c in left hand
side Fig. 3) were analysed by 2D digital image correlation. The full-field of the engineering
strain along the loading axis is shown in the right hand side of Fig. 3. Homogeneous
strain was also appreciated during the loading process. After reaching the yielding strain,
progressive deformation induced matrix cracking, decreasing the stiffness of the material
and generating strain concentration on the edges of the dogbone specimen, see Fig. 3(b).
Further deformation resulted in multiple cracks propagating along the 45◦orientation, see
Fig. 3(c). Finally the maximum load capacity of the material was achieved, macro-cracks
propagated along the central region of the specimen and yarns were sequentially pulled-out,
see Fig. 4. No yarn breakage was appreciated due to the geometrical characteristics of the
specimen, which did not constraint the yarns at their endings as suggested by the standard
test method for in-plane shear tests of polymer matrix composites by tensile tests [4] .
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Figure 4: Post-mortem shear specimen. Matrix was totally damaged and yarns were pulled-out from the
layers, resulting in the catastrophic failure of the material.
4. Constitutive model
The model presented in this section provides the constitutive response of a woven com-
posite subjected to in-plane loads, accounting for the main failure micromechanisms (yarn
tensile and compression failure, and matrix cracking) with emphasis on the non-linear strain
rate dependent shear response. To obtain a good prediction of the damage evolution, a
continuum damage mechanics approach defines separately the response of the warp, weft
yarns and matrix cracking. Evolution of damage is implemented by a phenomenological
softening function controlled by the fracture toughness of the material at each particular
direction. Non linear in-plane shear response is implemented with a time efficient algorithm
that follows the evolution of the permanent deformation and can be implemented in explicit
integration schemes, decreasing the computation cost of the simulation. The model is in-
tended to be used within the framework of explicit finite element method and provides the
constitutive response for a mesodomain of the composite at lamina level corresponding to
the volume associated to a finite element. Strain rate dependency is implemented in the ply
properties together with a damping algorithm for stability purposes.
4.1. Intralaminar damage model
The model is based on the continuum damage mechanics theory for anisotropic solids
[42] and the principle of progressive failure of Hashin [32]. The mechanical response is
considered linear elastic up to the onset of damage except for the in-plane shear response,
which is defined non-linear inelastic up to the onset of damage. The compliance matrix (the























































where E1, E2, E3, ν12, ν23, ν31, G31 and G23 are the 8 independent elastic constants which
determine the behaviour of the undamaged orthotropic material in the local axis orientation
and f (d12, d
pp
12, γ12) is the function which dictates the non-linear in-plane shear stress. Main
direction (X-1) stands for the warp yarns and perpendicular direction (Y-2) stands for weft
yarns.
As the maximum strength along each direction is reached, a softening law defines the
post-peak behaviour dominated by the material fracture energy. The elastic compliance
matrix of the composite material is modified in terms of damage variables d1, d2, d12, d
pp
12
which control the evolution of damage during an arbitrary loading path.
4.1.1. Yarn tensile and compression failure criteria
Yarn breakage due to tensile and compression stresses are accounted by the damage
variables d1 and d2 that modify the stiffness tensor by decreasing the overall stress of the
mesodomain following the Lemaitre continuum damage model [42]. Damage variables are
controlled by lamina stresses of each individual plies. The onset and propagation of damage
is established by the damage activation function, FM , expressed as:
FM = φM − rM (6)
where φM is the damage surface and rM is the damage threshold, an internal variable of the
model which is initially equal to 1. The sub-index M stand for the failure modes, tensile
and compression failure along the principal fibre directions 1 and 2. Damage develops when
FM = 0 and φ̇M > 0, thus, the evolution of damage is controlled by the consistency condition
that establishes:
ḞM = φ̇M − ṙM = 0⇒ ṙM = φ̇M (7)
When the damage threshold rM evolves, the damage variables dM become active to en-
sure a correct energy dissipation after the onset of damage. The damage variables increase
monotonically with the damage threshold. The onset of damage is defined by a maximum
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stress criterion previously validated for 3D woven composites and briefly recalled in this
section for the shake of completion [49]. The mathematical expressions of the failure func-
tions, FM , and the damage surfaces, φM , used to trigger the onset of damage by reaching
the damage thresholds, rM , are expressed as:
FM = φM − rM =
Ei
XM
εi − rM = 0 (8)
where Ei stand for the ply stiffness, XM , for the ply strength and εi for the applied strain.
The maximum values of the damage thresholds under tensile and compressive loads are
stored to be used as the new updated damage thresholds.
As the failure stress is reached and the damage threshold evolves, a softening law defines
the material post-peak behaviour introduced by the damage variable dM dominated by the





where the parameter AM ensures that the energy dissipated during fracture is independent
of the characteristic length of the finite element lch used for the discretization [8]. The







With the previous methodology the damage variables for the current loading states
d1+, d1−, d2+, d2− are obtained. After that, the consistency condition eq.7 is used to en-
sure damage variables for each failure mode M increase with the evolution of the damage
threshold rM . Finally, the damage variables in equation 5 take into account the load direc-
















where < • > is the Macaulay operator (positive part) which returns the argument if positive
and zero otherwise.
4.1.2. In-plane non linear shear response
The constitutive model also includes the intrinsic in-plane non-linear shear response of
textile composites as characterised in previous sections. Representative stress-strain curve
is plotted in Fig. 5(a). An initial linear elastic part followed by a potential curve has been
chosen to ensure stability in the transition zone and a monotonic increment of stress with
the strain. The curve is fully defined by four material parameters: the initial elastic shear
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Figure 5: Non-linear stress-strain in-plane shear response. (a) Material parameters: elastic shear modulus,
G12, yielding strength, S
yield
12 , shear strain to failure, γ
failure
12 , and maximum shear strength, S12. (b)
Permanent shear deformation, γp12, and elastic shear deformation, γ
e
12.
modulus, G12, the yielding shear strength, S
yield
12 , the shear strain to failure, γ
failure
12 , and the
maximum shear strength, S12.
To keep track of the deformation history under cyclic loadings, the non-linear shear
response is implemented from an internal variable so called accumulated shear strain γaccum12 ,




12 + ς ·∆γt12 (13)
where the index t refers to the current time step, the index t−1 recalls for the previous time
step, ∆γt12 is the current increment of shear strain and ς is a function which accounts for
the tensile or compression state of the load expressed in incremental formulation according
to:
ς =
τ t−112 + ∆γ
t
12G12
|τ t−112 + ∆γt12G12|
(14)
where τ t−112 is the shear stress at the previous time step. Both variables result in good
convergence for small time increments and, therefore, the formulation is suitable for explicit
integration schemes.
The proposed constitutive model is divided in two different stages: an initial linear elastic
response up to the yielding strength, Syield12 , and a second non-linear inelastic mechanical
response:
τ12 = ςG12|γaccum12 | if |γaccum12 | < γ
yield
12 (15)






















To account for the permanent deformations, the non linear shear response is formulated
following the methodology used for the damage evolution in the previous section. The
evolution of the non linear inelastic response is controlled by the yielding activation function,
F yield12 , such that:




12 = h|γaccum12 |n − r
yield
12 (20)
where φyield12 is the yield surface and r
yield
12 is the yield threshold which takes the initial value
of the yield strength Syield12 . Non linear inelasticity develops when F
yield
12 = 0 and φ̇
yield
12 > 0
following the consistency condition:









therefore, the yield threshold is continuously updated and increases monotonically during
the loading process.
Every time step, the model calculates an elastic stress predictor, which is compared
against the updated yield surface resulting in the following loading and unloading processes
schematically represented in Fig. 6(a) and (b) according to:












where γp12 is the permanent deformation caused by the inelastic response of the material
during previous loading states.
In this model permanent deformations are considered in absolute value and are computed
from the absolute value of the applied strain. It is schematically represented in Fig. 5(b).
The permanent deformation is directly obtained by the subtraction of the maximum historic
elastic recoverable strain, γe12(r
yield
12 ), to the total applied strain on the previous time step:





Figure 6: Mechanical response of the non-linear inelastic model implemented for the definition of the shear
response under (a) loading and (b) unloading conditions. The model updates the yield surface and compares
it with the yield threshold. In case the yield threshold is overtaken (figure a), the final trial stress is given
by the yield function, equation 22, otherwise (figure b), the value computed by the elastic stress predictor
is maintained, equation 23.
For a better visualization of the proposed formulation, Fig. 7(a) shows a tension-compression
loading case and Fig. 7(b) the respective shear strain, γ12, accumulated strain, γ
accum
12 , and




. During the first
loading stage, the yielding strength, Syield12 , is overtaken and the material reaches the stress
value τ12 (A). As there are no changes in the sign of the stress function (in this particular
case, positive ς = 1, eq. 14), the accumulated strain agrees with the shear strain of the
mesodomain, γaccum12 = γ12. Afterwards a compression loading is applied. Given the per-
manent deformation, a linear elastic response is obtained from point A to point C, crossing
the zero stress at point B. The shear strain, γ12, imposed in the mesodomain decreases and
so does the accumulated shear strain up to point B, where the change of the ς function
(negative ς = −1) modifies the value of the accumulated strain so γaccum12 6= γ12. At point
C, the yielding surface is reached again, φyield12 = r
yield
12 , resulting in the previous stress state




. Finally, compression increases, causing the
monotonic evolution of the yield threshold ryield12 following the consistency equation.
4.1.3. Matrix cracking
Debonding and matrix cracking are initiated inside yarns oriented perpendicular towards
the loading direction for relative low tensile strains [20]. Although this failure mode does
not have any influence in the tensile response of the composite along the loading direction,
mainly supported by the principal oriented yarns, it clearly degrades the shear response. In
the literature there are available experimental studies analysing the degradation of woven
composites subjected to shear cyclic loading, relating the loss of stiffness to the evolution
of crack density [68, 66]. This assumption has been previously considered in numerical
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Figure 7: Tension-compression shear loading cycle. (a) Stress-strain curve, with symmetrical hardening
response and τ12 (A) = −τ12 (C) computed from the accumulated shear strain, γaccum12 . (b) Respective shear




, and accumulated strain, γaccum12 .
simulations to reproduce the permanent deformation and the non linear shear response of
woven composites [15, 17].
Assuming same failure mode appears during dynamic events, the present constitutive
model includes the yarn debonding and matrix cracking by the damage variable d12, that
modifies the shear stiffness according to equation 5 following the Lemaitre continuum damage
model presented in the previous section. As analysed experimentally, only perpendicular
tensile stresses contribute to the matrix cracking [20], therefore, the present expression is
proposed as activation function for the shear failure mode, accounting for both, the cracking
of warp and weft yarns:






− r12 = 0 (25)
where N is the normal interface strength. Once the activation function becomes higher than












to ensure the energy dissipated over the shear direction does not exceed the shear fracture
toughness Γ12.
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Figure 8: Progressive degradation of the shear modulus due to matrix cracking. (a) Cyclic loading and
difference in slope during unloading of shear stresses. The first unloading (A-B-C) presents degradation
due to yarn cracking implemented through the damage variable d12, while the second unloading during the
post-peak response (D-E-F) presents a softening controlled by the damage variable dpp12 which ensures the
total dissipated energy due to shear failure is equal to the fracture toughness. (b) Evolution of the damage
variables with the shear deformation. Once the shear strength is achieved, the damage post-peak damage
variable dpp12 initiates its evolution, while the initial damage variable d12 gets frozen.
The accumulated damage induces a degradation of the shear modulus schematically
depicted by the cyclic loading (A-B-C) in Fig.8(a). It causes permanent deformations along
shear direction defined by:




and analytically, the shear stiffness is modified including the damage variable such that:
τ12 = ς (1− d12)G12 (|γaccum12 | − γ
p
12) (29)
When the material exceeds the maximum shear strength τ12 > S12, an exponential
softening law drives the post-peak behaviour. In order to re-use the previous approach, a









thus a new reference strain γ012 is virtually created, equivalent to the zero strain of a linear
elastic response, see Fig.8(a). At this point, the shear damage variable d12 does not suffer
further evolution, see Fig.8(b), and the remaining post-peak energy of the shear failure mode
15
Figure 9: Shear response after the onset of damage controlled by the post peak fracture toughness Γ pp12
given by eq.31. (a) Low and (b) high yarn cracking, resulting in ductile and brittle post-peak responses
respectively.
is calculated subtracting the dissipated energy to the total fracture toughness:








The exponential curve is afterwards defined by the post-peak shear damage variable dpp12,
which is equal to 0 at the onset of failure and evolves following a post-peak damage threshold
rpp12, see Fig.8(b), defined by the activation function:







− rpp12 = 0 (32)
Post-peak damage evolution is, therefore, implemented following the methodology exposed






2 (1− d12)G12Γ pp12 − lchS212
(33)
hence, final expression for the shear stress in the damaged state results in:
τ12 = ς · (1− d12) (1− dpp12)G12γdam12 (34)
Using this approach, it is possible to compute the post-peak response of the composite
along the shear direction ensuring the energy dissipated is equal to the fracture toughness.
Figure 9 shows the regularisation of the energy dissipated Γ pp12 as computed in equation
16
31. Depending on the interface strength of the material N , yarn cracking will be initiated
at different stress levels, resulting in distinct crack density before reaching the maximum
strength of the material. Figure 9 shows two cases for (a) low and (b) high interface strengths.
High interface strength will result in a low yarn cracking causing lower degradation of the
shear stiffness (e.g. dissipating around a 25% of the total energy Γ12), and therefore, high
ductility during the post-peak response (releasing the remaining 75% of the energy). On
the other hand, low interface strength, will result in a high yarn cracking (e.g. dissipating
around a 75% of the total energy Γ12) and brittle failure along the shear direction (realising
the remaining 25% of the energy of the system).
4.1.4. Strain rate dependency
Strain rate dependency is directly included in the ply properties such as stiffness, strength
and fracture toughness. Relationship between the updated ply properties and the strain rate










where ΛM is the rate-dependent ply property (stiffness or strength) at the equivalent strain
rate ε̇i
eq, Λ0M is the quasi-static ply property and κM is the rate-dependent coefficient, which
dimensionally is written in time units. The coefficient M corresponds to the failure modes
1+, 2+, and 12, associated to tensile and shear failure.
To avoid the intrinsic oscillations of dynamic simulations, a damper algorithm is em-





t (1− ξ) (36)
where ξ is the applied adimensional damping, ε̇i
eq,t−1 is the equivalent strain rate in the
directly previous step and ε̇i






When ξ = 0, the strain rate from the current step is used to compute the ply proper-
ties, however, when the damper ξ has a value close to 1.0, a smooth strain rate curve is
obtained. This methodology considerably reduces the noise of stress free directions, without
causing a significant decrement of the mechanical response of the directly loaded directions.
An example of the overall improvement of the dynamic response is shown in Fig. 10 for
intermediate strain rate 10 s−1 (upper row) and high strain rate 1000 s−1 (lower row). The
model is subjected to a tensile load along the principal direction (1), while the perpendic-
ular direction (2) is stress free. Negligible difference in the computed strain rate with or
without damping is appreciated for the directly loaded direction and the beneficial effect
of the damping algorithm appears when measuring the strain rate over the perpendicular
direction (2). The pure numerical explicit algorithm (ξ = 0) results in a noisy response
over the unloaded direction, that involves numerical instabilities and unphysical failure of
the material. The damping algorithm alleviates the numerical issue, resulting in a stable
formulation of the strain rate.
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Figure 10: Performance of the damping algorithm with a damping coefficient ξ = 0.999 for medium and
high strain rates along the principal direction (1) and comparison with the numerical value without damping
ξ = 0. (a) Boundary conditions for medium strain rate loading, (b) strain rate vs strain along direction (1)
and (c) strain rate vs strain along direction (2). (d) Boundary conditions for high strain rate loading, (e)
strain rate vs strain along direction (1) and (f) strain rate vs strain along direction (2). Very high noise is
appreciated in the numerical strain rate (ξ = 0) along the stress free direction (2).
4.2. Interlaminar damage model
Delamination between layers is replicated by means of a classical cohesive zone method
using cohesive elements whose behavior is dictated by a traction-separation law [67]. A
stress based damage initiation is considered following a quadratic interaction criteria between















where tn, ts and tt are the normal and shear elastic stresses acting on the interface and N and
S stand for the normal and shear interface strengths, respectively. The Macaulay operator
included in the normal tractions ensure that a purely compressive displacement or a purely
compressive stress state does not initiate damage. Once the stress failure criterion is fulfilled,
the damage evolves depending on the interply toughness ΓC of the interface according to
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the Benzeggah-Kenane (BK) fracture criterion [10], that accounts for the dependence of the
fracture energy dissipation on the mode mixity:
ΓC = ΓIc + (ΓIIc − ΓIc)
(
Γs + Γt
Γn + Γs + Γt
)η
(39)
where ΓIc, ΓIIc are the critical energy release rates for delamination in modes I and II
respectively, assuming ΓIIc = ΓIIIc. Γn, Γs, Γt are the work done by the tractions and their
conjugate relative displacements in the normal and shear directions and η corresponds to the
Benzeggagh-Kenane parameter and determines the increase in toughness with the amount
of mode mixity [63].
5. Low velocity impact tests
The numerical model was validated by means of low velocity impact tests. Experimental
results were available in the literature for the glass fibre composite and are described in
this section for the shake of completion [60]. Composite panels were manufactured by hot
pressing. Curing was carried out at 1.8 bars of pressure in two consecutive steps at 130 and
180 ◦C at temperature rate of 2 ◦C/min. The laminates had 18 plies with stacking sequence
[(± 45/0/90)2/0]S, 4.9 mm thickness and 8.2 kg/m2 areal weight.
Low velocity impact tests were carried out using an Instron Dynatup 8250 drop weight
testing machine. Square specimens of 145 x 145 mm2 were cut from the composite panels and
plates were simply supported by the fixture and hold at the corners with special clamping
tweezers, leading to a free impact area of 127 x 127 mm2. The specimens were impacted
at the center using a 12.7 mm diameter steel tup. Incident impact energies of 42 and 94
J were chosen by selecting the weight and the height of the tup was adjusted to obtain an
impact velocity of ≈ 4 m/s. The impact was instrumented with a 50 kN load cell and an
accelerometer to record continuously the applied force and the tup displacement. Damage
on the composite plates was ascertained by means of ultrasound. C-scans were performed
on a TecniTests instrument. The backside (non-impacted) surface of the plates was scanned
at 30 mm/s using a Sonatest SLG 5-102 transducer of 10 mm in diameter with a center
frequency of 5 MHz. The interval between levels was 1dB and the resolution was 1 mm.
The commercial software Visual Scan V-1.0 was used to visualise the results.
The experimental force vs displacement curves presented consistent results and the scat-
ter was very limited. The mechanical response was initially smooth and the impact energy
was spent mostly in the elastic deformation of the plate. High frequency oscillations in the
load were observed in all curves prior to the maximum load. They were caused by the brittle
fracture of the fibres in tension at the backside surface of the plate as a result of bending.
After fibre fracture, the load carried by the plate decreased with the penetration depth.
Damage on the panels was localised around the impact point in the form of a narrow ring
with asymmetrical delaminated patches.
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Figure 11: Boundary conditions for dynamic tests. Experimental and numerical input and output bar
velocities for (a) tensile tests and (b) shear tests.
6. Numerical implementation
The constitutive model developed in the previous section has been implemented as a
VUMAT subroutine in Abaqus/Explicit. The explicit integration scheme was adequate to
compute the internal variables of the proposed model, which required very small strain
increments to ensure stability. The model was structured in three different steps to account
for the updated strain rate. For every single time step, it initially calculated the numerical
strain rate (equation 37) and the equivalent strain rate considering the damping coefficient
(equation 36). Afterwards it computed the rate dependent material properties (equation
35) and updated the stiffness matrix (equation 5), the yielding function for the non-linear
shear response and the damage activation functions of each failure mode. These calculations
were used to compute the damage variables, update the stiffness matrix and finally, provide
the stresses. Material properties stop their evolution with the strain rate once the damage
variables dM got activated to ensure the correct energy dissipation.
The constitutive model was used to simulate the quasi-static and dynamic tests shown
in previous section. To this end, each ply was discretised with 8 nodes reduced integration
linear solid elements (C3D8R) with enhanced hourglass and distortion controls. Specimen
geometries are shown in Figs.1(a) and (b) for tensile and shear tests respectively. Quasi-
static tests were simulated clamping one of the edges of the specimens and imposing a
low velocity of 0.01 m/s to the opposite boundary. Energy balance was evaluated to ensure
inertia effects were negligible. Dynamic simulations were carried out enforcing the input and
output bar velocities in the specimen ends as measured during the experiment, see Fig. 11 (a)
for tensile and (b) for shear tests. This methodology was previously validated in dynamic
characterisation of titanium alloys, reducing the computational costs of the simulations
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Figure 12: Finite element model to simulate drop weight tower impact tests. Clamps, fixture and impactor
are considered solid bodies and the composite laminate includes the constitutive model and the cohesive
elements to simulate the damage of the panel.
compared to the simulation of the whole Split-Hopkinson bar system [18]. It should be noted
that the default bulk viscosity option in Abaqus was used in the simulations to eliminate
instabilities in the numerical model at the onset of damage. To avoid high element distortion,
an average damage variable D was defined for each Gauss point and elements with negligible
internal energy (D > 0.999) were deleted from the simulation. Parametrical study of the
damping coefficient to compute the numerical strain rate was accomplished. Dynamic tests
with ξ = 0 aborted on the first time steps of the simulation and increasing the damping
enhanced progressively the stability of the simulation. Finally, a damping coefficient of
ξ = 0.1 was used for the numerical tests. In addition, mesh dependency was analysed for
different characteristics lengths (2, 1 and 0.5 mm), showing similar results and demonstrating
the objectivity of the numerical implementation, see AppendixA.
The developed constitutive model was used to simulate the drop weight tower tests
reported in [60] for quasi-isotropic laminates manufactured on the same glass fibre composite.
Geometry and boundary conditions are recalled in this section for the shake of completion.
The laminates had 18 plies with stacking sequence [(± 45/0/90)2/0]S, 4.9 mm thickness and
8.2 kg/m2 areal weight. Composite panels of 145 x 145 mm2 were simply supported by the
fixture and held at the corners with clamping tweezers, leading to a free impact area of 127
x 127 mm2. The specimens were impacted at the centre using a 12.7 mm diameter steel
tup at velocities of ≈ 4 m/s. Incident impact energies of 42 and 94 J were chosen to obtain
different levels of damage.
The implementation of the numerical model follows the methodology presented in [58, 25],
see Fig.12. The fixture and the clamps were discretised with rigid solid elements in contact
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with the panel and the clamps applied a pressure of 0.25 GPa to the specimen. Pressure was
introduced as an instantaneous distributed load, ensuring no damage was induced in the
panel. The impactor was modelled as a rigid analytical surface associated with a lumped
mass equal to 5.25 and 11.75 kg with initial drop velocity of 4 m/s resulting in the pre-
vious impact energies. The composite laminate was discretised at ply level with 8 nodes
reduced integration linear solid elements (C3D8R) inserting three-dimensional cohesive el-
ements (COH3D8) with 8.75µm thickness between plies to account for delamination. To
avoid the mesh dependency inherent of crack propagation, central region of the laminate
was refined with 1 mm size randomly oriented elements with no preferential alignment di-
rection.
Contact between the impactor, the laminate, the fixture and the clamps was modelled
using the general contact algorithm in Abaqus/Explicit, which uses a penalty enforcement
contact method. This contact formulation was also applied between the different composite
layers after the fully damaged cohesive elements were removed from the model. Friction
was introduced between all the contacting surfaces with a friction coefficient µ = 0.3. As
before, damping coefficient was set to ξ = 0.1, enhanced hourglass and section controls were
applied together with the default bulk viscosity and, in addition, the minimum time step in
the numerical simulation was fixed to ∆t = 10−6 ms, ensuring the increment of mass due to
mass scaling was never higher than the 2% of the total mass of the system.
7. Results and discussion
7.1. Material parameters
The constitutive model presented above relies in a number of parameters that deter-
mine the behaviour of the woven composite at ply level. Tensile and shear parameters for
quasi-static and dynamic deformation regime were characterised in the previous section.
Compressive strength, XC = YC , was available in Matweb data base [46]. Out-of-plane
characterisation of the material is not available in the literature, however, it is possible to
find the mechanical properties of the MTM44-1 resin [53] which are a good approximation
to the real out-of-plane Young Modulus of the composite, E3. As an approximation, out-of-
plane shear modulus and Poissons’s ratios were assumed to have similar value as in-plane
properties, G12 = G31 = G23 and ν12 = ν31 = ν23. Intralaminar fracture toughnesses were
not available in the literature neither, therefore, a sensitivity study was accomplished to
analyse the influence of this parameter on the global response of the impacted target, see
AppendixB. Shear fracture toughness, Γ12, has been chosen as conservative as possible to
avoid numerical snap-back. Finally the strain rate coefficients κT and κS for tensile and
shear strengths were obtained considering the constraint imposed by equation 35 and the
experimental data as detailed in Tables 1 and 2. Dependency of tensile and shear strengths
as implemented in the constitutive model are plotted in Fig. 13. The yield shear strength
coefficient κYS was fitted against the experimental curve as no data for high strain rates was
available for low shear strains. A summary of all the material parameters in the model can
be found in Table 3.
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Table 3: 2D S-2 Glass Fibre/Epoxy Mechanical Properties
Physical properties (kg/m3)
Density (ρ) 1722
Quasi-static elastic properties (GPa)
Young Moduli (E1 = E2) 22.66
Out-of-plane Young Modulus (E3) [53] 4
Poisson’s Coefficients (ν12 = ν31 = ν23) 0.375
In-plane Shear Modulus (G12) 4.3
Out-of-plane Shear Modulus (G31 = G23) 4.3
Quasi-static strengths (GPa)
Tensile strength (Xt = Yt) 0.49
Compressive strength (Xc = Yc) [46] 0.59
In-plane shear strength (S12) 0.13
In-plane shear yield (Syield12 ) 0.043
Quasi-static fracture toughness (N/mm)
Tensile fracture toughness (Γ1+ = Γ2+) 80
Compressive fracture toughness (Γ1− = Γ2−) 40
In-plane shear fracture toughness (Γ12) 5
Strain rate coefficients (ms)
Tensile strength coefficient (κT ) 0.94
Ultimate Shear strength coefficient (κS) 0.07
Yield Shear strength coefficient (κYS ) 2.0
Failure strains
In-plane shear failure strain (γfailure12 ) 0.13
Interply properties were assumed to be controlled by the matrix and independent of
the orientation of the adjacent plies. This approach sets the strength of the interface at
the same level of the strength of the resin and can be considered and upper bound of the
interface resistance. Normal interface strength N was employed as well to define the damage
envelope of the matrix cracking failure mode, equation 25. Properties were obtained from
the literature [49] and can be found in Table 4.
7.2. Tensile and shear response
The tensile and shear responses of the woven composite were simulated and compared
with the previous experimental results at coupon level. The numerical and experimental
nominal stress (force per cross section) vs the engineering strain is plotted in Fig.14 for ten-
sile and Fig.15 for shear tests at quasi-static and dynamic loading regimes. The numerical
results in these figures were obtained with a mesh discretization including 0.5 mm length
finite elements. Simulations were carried out with different mesh sizes (in the range 0.25
to 1 mm) are shown in AppendixA and presented equivalent results. Dynamic simulations
were carried out with a damping coefficient ξ = 0.1 and instabilities did not appear during
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Figure 13: Rate dependent parameters as implemented in the constitutive model. (a) Tensile strength and
(b) Shear strength.
Table 4: Interply properties [49]
Normal interface strength, N (MPa) 53
Shear interface strength, S (MPa) 104
Mode I fracture toughness, ΓIc(N/mm) 0.3
Mode II fracture toughness, ΓIIc(N/mm) 0.8
Benzeggagh-Kenane parameter, η 1.75
the simulations. Numerical and experimental results were in very good agreement. Rate
dependent tensile linear and shear non-linear responses were accurately predicted. However,
the main difference was identified in the peak strength of tensile specimens as a result of the
induced triaxial stress, predicting the damage localisation for lower applied forces. Triaxial-
ity had major influence in dynamic regime due to the higher stresses. Better accuracy was
obtained for shear tests, as crack localisation appeared exactly at the centre of the specimen,
however, final strain to failure was overestimated as a consequence of the complex crack pat-
tern. Hence, the constitutive model was able to provide strain rate dependent mechanical
responses of the material while ensuring the stability of the numerical simulations.
The accuracy of the model was also checked by comparing the numerical and experi-
mental results of the distribution of the logarithmic strain over the specimen, obtained in
the experiments by means of digital image correlation. They are depicted in Figs.16 and
Figs.17 for tensile and shear response, respectively. The numerical simulations captured
the homogeneous deformation of the specimens in both configurations before the onset of
damage (3.4% of deformation for tensile tests and 13% of deformation for shear tests) as
well as the damage localisation for both failure modes. The constitutive model predicted
the stress concentration produced at the edge of the gauge length in the tensile specimens
due to the triaxial stress state created by the change in curvature, generating a single crack
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Figure 14: Nominal stress vs. engineering strain curves for specimens subjected to tensile load. (a) Quasi-
static and (b) dynamic regime at 400 s−1. The solid lines correspond to the numerical simulations while the
broken lines stand for the experimental results.
Figure 15: Nominal stress vs. engineering strain curves for specimens subjected to shear load. (a) Quasi-
static and (b) dynamic regime at 900 s−1. σxx stands for the stress measured in the global coordinate
system, as included in equation 1. The solid lines correspond to the numerical simulations while the broken
lines stand for the experimental results.
along that section. The model also predicted the damage localisation for shear failure at the
central region of the gauge length with cracks oriented at 45◦ following the fibre direction.
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Figure 16: Experimental (a, c) and numerical (b, d) contour plots of the logarithmic tensile strain ε1 at
different values of applied strain. (a) and (b) 2%. (c) and (d) 3.25%.
Figure 17: Experimental (a, c) and numerical (b, d) contour plots of the logarithmic shear strain γ12 at
different values of applied strain. (a) and (b) 10%. (c) and (d) 14%.
7.3. Drop weight tower tests
After validation, the constitutive model was used to predict the low velocity impact re-
sponse of the woven composite. The load vs. displacement curves, for experimental and
numerical results are shown in Fig.18 for (a) 42 and (b) 94 J of impact energy. No nu-
merical instabilities appeared during the simulation when setting the damping parameter
at ξ = 0.1. The curve trends between experiments and the rate dependent simulations cor-
related reasonable well. The plate stiffness and the maximum impact force were captured
by the model. Main difference appeared after the peak load for the high energy impact,
see Fig.18(b), overestimating the maximum impactor deflection and permanent indentation.
This variance can be attributed to the used of a 2D failure criteria that did not take into ac-
count relevant dissipation mechanisms for high energy impacts such as through-the-thickness
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Figure 18: Comparison between experimental and numerical load-deflection curves for impact energies (a)
42 J and (b) 94 J. Simulations were carried out under strain rate dependent (Dyn) and independent (QS)
cases. Ply failure sequence for the rate dependent hypothesis has been included.
shear and crushing [2]. The use of a 2D constitutive model virtually decreased the energy
dissipated by the target during impact, leading to the discrepancies between the numerical
and exponential unloading curves.
The performance of the strain rate dependent formulation (Dyn) was compared against
the baseline constitutive model under strain rate-independent hypothesis (QS). Negligible
difference was appreciated for the low velocity energy impact, see Fig.18(a), as the Young’s
moduli of the material and the delamination criteria were defined strain rate independent.
Nevertheless, the strain-rate dependent model obtained a better prediction of the maximum
impact force for the high energy impact, see Fig.18(b). At this energy level, fibre break-
age and matrix cracking dominated the mechanical response of the composite, hence, the
dynamic tensile and shear strength of the material played an important role on the overall re-
sistance of the laminate. The rate-independent formulation overestimated the impact force,
leading to a premature failure of the composite. Fracture toughness was defined as strain
rate independent, therefore, similar energy dissipations were obtained for both hypothesis
after the peak load.
The numerical simulations also provided insight on the strain rates and the wave propa-
gation phenomena during impact. Contour plots of the strain rates for 94 J of impact energy
are plotted in Fig.19 before and after onset of damage and softening localisation. During the
first stages of the impact, see Fig.19(a), tensile strain rates of the order of 30 s−1 appeared
at the rear face of the impacted laminate. The medium strain rate led to a ply strength
increment, which explained the difference in failure sequence between the rate-dependent
and independent constitutive models, as appreciated in the load-displacement curves, see
Fig.18(b). As the impact force increased and matrix cracking was initiated, strain-softening
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Figure 19: Contour plots of the strain rate for impact energy of 94 J. (a) t = 0.5 ms, before onset of damage
and (b) t = 1.5 ms, after onset of damage.
regions were developed. The damaged elements emitted unloading strain waves, resulting
in an unrealistic stress propagation. Numerically, the difference in stiffness matrices cre-
ates micro-impedances between elements, leading to an uncontrolled wave transmission, see
Fig.19(b). This behaviour is an actual limitation of the continuum damage mechanics frame-
work, that accounts for microstructural defects phenomenologically and can not predict the
real physics of the heterogeneous damaged media [6, 12].
The numerical model also provided detail of the complex failure sequence during impact.
Fibre damage on the panels at maximum deflection of the impactor is shown in Fig.20 and
Fig. 21 for (a) 42 and (b) 94 J of impact energy, respectively. For the low impact energy
level, barely visible impact damage was obtained. Delamination occurred at an approximate
load of 1.5 kN and was concentrated around the impact point. Further loading triggered
the matrix cracking and yarn failure modes on the first rear layer, at just about 5 kN
force. Afterwards, cracks propagated along the through-the-thickness direction, reaching
the second rear layer at a force of 8 kN. Maximum impact force was registered for 10 kN and
the damaged area was restrained under the impactor. All these events resulted in a drop in
the applied force by the impactor and a softening of the stiffness of the plate, captured by the
numerical load-displacement curves, in reasonable agreement with the experimental results,
see Fig.18(a). Increasing the impact energy heavily increased the damage suffered by the
laminate. As the impact force raised, further cracks developed along in-plane direction in a
cross-shaped pattern parallel to the yarn orientation, see Fig.21 (b). At approximately 12
kN of impact force, the crack propagation became unstable and the maximum load capacity
of the laminate was attained, see Fig.18(b).
The performance of the model was also compared in terms of delamination. The numer-
ical prediction for 42 J impact energy was correlated against the C-Scan of the post-mortem
specimen [60]. Good correlation was obtained in terms of delamination extension for the
low energy impact, see Fig.22(a). Delamination was localised around the impact point in
the form of a narrow ring with asymmetrical delaminated patches. Larger delamination
appeared at the rear plies of the laminate due to the bending of the plate. C-Scan for 94
J impact energy was not available, however, simulation showed a higher delamination area
still restraint in the central region of the laminate, see Fig.22(b). In this case, higher energy
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Figure 20: Damage along the through-the-thickness direction at maximum deflection of the tup. Contour
plots of the damage variable d1. (a) 42 J of impact energy at t = 3.2 ms and (b) 94 J of impact energy at t
= 5.6 ms.
Figure 21: Damage on the rear face of the laminate at maximum deflection of the tup. Contour plots of the
damage variable d1. (a) 42 J of impact energy at t = 3.2 ms and (b) 94 J of impact energy at t = 5.6 ms.
failure modes were triggered and, therefore, delamination became a secondary dissipation
mechanisms.
8. Conclusions
A stable strain rate dependent constitutive model for woven composites was developed
and the low velocity impact response of a glass woven composite laminate was study from
the experimental and simulation viewpoints. Tensile and shear tests were accomplished at
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Figure 22: (a) Correlation between experimental and numerical delaminations for an impact energy of 42 J.
Numerical delamination is superimposed over the C-scans for comparison purposes [60]. (b) Delamination
predicted for impact energy of 94 J.
quasi-static and dynamic regimes to determine the material properties, the failure mecha-
nisms and the strain rate dependency. Non standard split-Hopkinson bar specially design for
composites was employed to ensure dynamic force equilibrium. Deformation was monitored
be means of high-speed 2D DIC and main failure modes for quasi-static and dynamic condi-
tions were characterised. Tensile response of the material was driven by the strength of the
glass fibres while shear response was dominated by the epoxy resin and failure was caused
by the progressive cracking of the matrix and yarn pull-out. Highest strain rate dependency
was provided by the glass fibres, presenting a remarkable 160% increment of the tensile
strength for 400 s−1 strain rate. Moderate strain rate dependency was also characterised for
the shear response with a 130% strength increment for 900 s−1.
The physical findings were used to develop a constitutive model able to account for strain
rate effects. The model was intended to be used within the framework of the explicit finite
element method and provided the constitutive response of the composite at ply level. A
continuum damage mechanics approach was used to account for yarn breakage and matrix
cracking failure modes and evolution of damage was implemented by a phenomenological
softening function controlled by the fracture toughness of the material at each particular
direction. The shear response accounted for the accumulated damage due to matrix cracking
and a new formulation of the non linear shear behaviour suitable for explicit integration
schemes was proposed. The formulation presented good convergence for small time steps and
avoided the use of time consuming non linear systems of equations. Strain rate dependency
was implemented in the ply properties together with a damping algorithm for stability
purposes.
The model was validated at coupon level and provided strain rate dependent mechanical
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responses of the material while ensuring the stability of the numerical simulations. The
results of the finite element simulations of the tensile and shear tests were in very good
agreement with the experimental data in terms of the nominal stress-strain curves and the
strain fields. The model also captured the different failure modes and the crack generation
and propagation after the onset of damage. Finally, the constitutive model was used to
simulate the low velocity impact response of composite plates subjected to different impact
energies. Reasonably good correlations were obtained in terms of maximum impact force,
stiffness of the panel and failure of the composite. Delamination patterns were correctly
predicted as well. The numerical model showed the wave propagation phenomena and the
strain rates, predicting the appearance of instant tensile strain rates in the rear plies of
the laminate of the order of 30 s−1. The medium strain rates induced a moderate incre-
ment of the strength of the layers, which delayed the failure of the plies and increased the
maximum impact force. In general, the rate-independent model overestimated the maxi-
mum impact force, and therefore, these results showed that strain rate dependency should
be taken into account to accurately predict the low velocity impact response of glass-fibre
laminates. Moreover, this research establishes the basis for the development of 3D strain
rate dependent failure criteria to simulate the ballistic response of composite panels, where
strain rates of around 100-500 s−1 are expected. This will be the topic of a forthcoming
publication.
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AppendixA. Mesh objectivity
The mesh regularisation approach implemented through the softening parameters AM
was validated using different element discretisations to ensure energy dissipation was inde-
pendent on the refinement. Three initial element sizes (0.25, 0.5 and 1 mm) were used and
the corresponding nominal stress-strain curves are depicted in Figs. A.23 and A.24 for ten-
sile and shear responses respectively, together with the contour plot of the damage variables
at the onset of localisation. The differences in terms of the nominal stress-strain curves
were very small and the damage patterns were also equivalent, predicting a similar crack
propagation. Coarser meshes presented higher difficulties to capture the crack path partic-
ularly for shear tests, although they predicted the damage pattern phenomenologically. On
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Figure A.23: Effect of the element size on the numerical tensile response. (a) Nominal stress vs. engineering
strain curves for different element sizes. Contour plot of the damage variable d2 at the onset of damage
(approximately 2% of deformation) with (b) l ≈ 1 mm, (c) l ≈ 0.5 mm and (d) l ≈ 0.25mm.
the other hand, finer meshes were more prone to give numerical problems due to excessive
element distortion after the onset of damage. It should be noticed that the computational
cost of the simulations increased when decreasing the element size due to the larger number
of elements and the reduction in the time step.
Figure A.24: Effect of the element size on the numerical shear response. (a) Nominal stress vs. engineering
strain curves for different element sizes. Contour plot of the damage variable dpp12 at the onset of damage
(approximately 13% of deformation) with (b) l ≈ 1 mm, (c) l ≈ 0.5 mm and (d) l ≈ 0.25mm.
AppendixB. Fracture toughness: parametrical study
A parametrical study of the influence of the fracture toughness for tensile failure of the
yarns (Γ1+ and Γ2+) was carried out to understand the dependency on the stiffness of the
panel when subjected to low velocity impact. The dynamic characterisation of the fracture
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Figure B.25: Parametrical study of the influence of the fracture toughness Γ1+ and Γ2+ on the force-
displacement curve of the woven composite when subjected to 42 impact energy.
toughness of composite materials requires the use of novel experimental techniques still un-
der development and, to the authors knowledge, only available in few research laboratories
[43], therefore, the proposed methodology tries to circumvent the issue, providing a reason-
able numerical tool, carefully validated at coupon level. Baseline parameters for glass fibre
composite were taken from [22, 39]. Fig. B.25 shows the correlation between the experimen-
tal load-displacement curve for an impact energy of 42 J, and the numerical results obtained
for 3 different sets of material properties. The energy release rate associated to tensile dam-
age of the yarns played an important role on the failure of the rear plies. Increasing the
fracture toughness delayed the crack propagation, resulting in a higher stiffness of the plate,
thus, increasing the maximum impact load and decreasing the maximum deflection of the
laminate. Very good correlation was obtained for a value of Γ1+ = Γ2+ = 80 N/mm, which
was used along the present publication.
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